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Sheffield has a long tradition of community and political 
action and active citizenship, and a diverse and resilient 
voluntary sector that plays a significant role in the life and 
fabric of the city. Democratic engagement is not just about 
voting or something that is ‘done’ to communities, it is about 
creating space for dialogue and for people to be empowered 
to help themselves and their communities — this has 
to be an increasing feature of all our strategies.

Our democracy remains vibrant, despite the rapid pace 
of societal change, turnout increased at the last general 
election, and people remain engaged in issues that matter 
to them locally. Maintaining, sustaining and increasing this 
vibrancy will be fundamental to achieving the city’s vision 
for creating a prosperous and inclusive Sheffield. A clear, 
coherent and ambitious democratic vision for the city will be 
more vital than ever to underpin our plans for inclusive 
economic growth.

Austerity has brought new challenges that increase 
the need for engagement and involvement
The scale of the challenges faced by the city’s institutions 
has been — and continues to be — huge. Since the start 
of austerity in 2010, Sheffield City Council’s core funding¹7 
has been cut significantly. This has led to councillors having 
to make increasingly difficult decisions and changes 
to important services in order to balance the rising demand 
for services for vulnerable Sheffielders (e.g. social care) with 
the need to invest in the wider social, economic and cultural 
needs of a growing city. Many of these services are vital to 
supporting inclusive places, supporting people with the tools 
they need to contribute to and benefit from the local economy. 

A similar situation has faced other parts of the city’s public 
sector. Funding for the NHS in England has increased in real 
terms by 1% a year since 2010 compared to a yearly average 
of 4% a year since the NHS was first established¹8. 
With a growing population, longer lives and increasingly 
complex long-term health conditions, Sheffield’s most 
important services are experiencing some of their toughest 
difficulties ever and this growing need is not being matched 
by growing staffing, facilities and funding.

The city’s Voluntary and Community Sector (VCS), which has 
an important role in representing and engaging people across 
the city and helping some of our most vulnerable people and 

The State of Sheffield 2017’s chapter on democracy and 
engagement concluded by saying that there is potential 
for greater engagement and involvement of residents 
in shaping the future of the city at a local level. Here, the role 
of democracy and engagement in creating a more inclusive 
Sheffield economy is considered, reflecting on the key means 
through which Sheffielders are part of and shape the city 
and its future. 

Inclusive economies and inclusive places are built by and 
around people. The World Bank suggests that the key 
characteristics for inclusive cities are: an environment 
in which decisions are made transparently; where decision 
makers can be held accountable for the decisions they make; 
and where people are empowered to shape their place and 
the decisions that affect them is central to building inclusive 
cities [italics added]¹3. Accordingly, the RSA’s Inclusive 
Growth Commission focused ‘not only (on) the objective rate, 
distribution and structure of growth, but also the way that it 
is experienced by individuals and communities’¹4. 
The RSA argues:

‘It follows that inclusive growth goals (combining social 
and economic objectives) are likely to only be achieved when 
those who benefit from the strategies are included in their 
design. Our research therefore builds on the principle that 
an inclusive economy is predicated on citizen participation. 
Citizens should both benefit from the economic opportunities 
provided by growth, but also participate in influencing 
the policies, strategies and programmes associated with 
economic growth’¹5.

Therefore, the RSA suggest that citizen engagement in places 
is vital for two important reasons:

1.  To ensure that economies work for all people and 
communities; that decisions are informed and shaped 
by the needs of the wider population rather than certain 
key interest groups; and to create a shared sense 
of endeavour where the ideas and ambitions of citizens 
solve complex challenges

2.  Because citizen participation is important in its 
own right and is ‘central to ideas of a fair and 
flourishing democracy’¹6.
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13.  World Bank (2015) 
World - Inclusive cities 
approach paper, 
http://documents.worldbank.org/
curated/en/ 
402451468169453117/ 
pdf/AUS8539-REVISED-WP- 
P148654-PUBLIC-Box393236B-
Inclusive-Cities-Approach- 
Paper-w-Annexes-final.pdf

14.  RSA (2017) 
Citizens and inclusive growth, 
https://www.thersa.org/ 
globalassets/pdfs/reports/ 
rsa_citizens-and- 
inclusive-growth-report.pdf

15.  RSA (2017) ibid

16.  RSA (2017) ibid

17.  ‘Core funding’ here refers to 
the Revenue Support Grant (RSG)

18.  Full Fact (2018) 
How much money does the 
NHS need and how much 
is it actually getting?, 
https://fullfact.org/ 
health/how-much-money- 
does-nhs-need/



By bringing people in on decision-making, councils can get 
decisions right, manage expectations and improve 
relationships with residents19.

People who have been engaged are far more likely to 
support the decisions and changes that follow. At the 
same time, there is a growing sense that some people and 
communities are becoming increasingly detached from 
democracy and decision making nationally and locally. 
For example, there is a recognition that one-size-fits-all 
methods of engaging people through what are sometimes 

— fairly or unfairly — perceived as ‘tick box’ surveys at the 
latter end of decision making processes are not always the 
most effective way of engaging the public. Whether it be 
limited involvement by those who feel excluded or distanced 
from decision making or ‘consultation fatigue’ amongst 
people who feel that their voices are repeatedly not heard. 
Public disconnection from decision making can lead to a 
mistrust of the motivations of organisations grappling 
with contentious choices. The recent consultation by 
NHS Sheffield in respect of reconfiguring urgent care and 
the closure of the minor injuries and walk-in centres 
demonstrates a desire to be heard. The nature of response 
is crucial to the maintenance of public confidence in such 
consultation processes.

Against this backdrop — of huge challenges, of examples  
of successful engagement but the growing detachment 
of some people and communities — there is a growing 
sense that Sheffield, like other cities, simply cannot 
afford to not adopt an ambitious strategy for democratic 
renewal. Getting engagement right will never be easy. 
Engaging people with difficult issues requires commitment 
and will. It requires the investment of time and money. 
So, what would a clear, coherent and ambitious democratic 
vision for the city in order to underpin plans for economic 
growth look like, what would bringing about this vision 
entail, and how far from achieving this are we?

Leadership
Strong leadership is critical to creating inclusive places; 
mobilising and collaborating to channel the capacity,  
skills and creativity of people and organisations to shape 
economies that work for that city, town or neighbourhood. 
Leadership in Sheffield takes many forms — from community 

communities, is also facing growing needs for its services. 
Yet, the VCS finds it increasingly difficult to find the resources 
required to respond to these needs.

These challenges are very rarely, if ever, susceptible 
to simple or pain-free solutions. Indeed, the city’s leaders 
and institutions often have to make very difficult and 
potentially controversial decisions. One of the more 
prominent recent issues in Sheffield has been the Council’s 
replacement of roadside trees as part of its broader 
commitment to highways maintenance and improvement. 
This has arguably generated more debate and media coverage 
than any issue in the city in recent years, and unwelcome 
media attention from outside the city. While the debate 
continues as the Council seeks to complete its Streets Ahead 
programme, when the dust settles, there may well be 
learning to be found on both sides of this contentious issue. 
This could include an appraisal of how information and 
expert advice is made available to the public as, while social 
media has made information more direct and more accessible, 
there is always a risk too that social media can become an 
echo chamber where facts become distorted and prejudices 
reinforced. A better understanding of how independent and 
respected advice can be obtained, where there is dispute 
on factual issues or alternative approaches would be useful 
learning. Equally, there are surely lessons to be learned in 
terms of how to handle strongly held views and challenges 
to policy, which also draws down on and respects the views 
of those not engaged in organised protest or interest groups. 
Such reflections will also include how to handle 
circumstances where implementation is in the hands 
of outside contractors rather than direct provision 
by public authorities, and the complications that arise 
from this.

Engaging people and communities — from individuals and 
neighbourhoods upwards - helps generate much better 
solutions, and outcomes and local understanding of local 
issues. As described in ‘New Conversations: LGA Guide 
to Engagement’, the Local Government Association (LGA) 
suggest that in a context of rising expectations and reducing 
budgets, the importance of involving people in decision 
making is greater than ever. 
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19.  LGA (2017) 
New Conversations: 
LGA guide to engagement, 
https://www.local.gov.uk/ 
sites/default/files/documents/ 
New%20Conversations%20 
Guide%2012.pdf



‘Because we are a democratic organisation, the council is 
uniquely placed to lead changes that are beyond the scope 
of a single organisation, group or individual. This means our 
role extends beyond delivering services and running the 
Council well, into city leadership’²1.

The city’s 84 elected councillors are the key democratic link 
between our 569,000 people and decision making. The City 
Council’s key decision making bodies are the Council itself, 
and the Cabinet.

As the city develops and changes, and with the financial 
pressures on the City Council brought by budget reductions, 
it is vital that the City Council finds new, innovative and 
varied ways to engage and involve people in the increasingly 
difficult decisions that it has to make. Lives, behaviours and 
expectations are changing and the approaches which the City 
Council uses to engage, involve and empower people need 
to keep up with these changes. This has been recognised, 
to an extent, in the recent reforms to the way that the 
Sheffield’s Council meetings operate. Arguably this could 
go further to engage a wider range of Sheffield’s communities 
in the decisions that matter to the city; and deeper on specific 
issues and with specific neighbourhoods and communities.

Modernising the City Council approaches to decision 
making and engagement 
A cross-party group of Councillors have been working on 
some initial steps to modernise the City Council’s decision 
making and engagement processes. This has included:

•  Trialling a later start time of full council meetings of 5pm to 
enable more Sheffielders to attend outside of work hours

•  Exploring options for webcasting and audio recording 
Council meetings to increase transparency and accessibility

•  Reviewing the process for petitions and exploring different 
ways that the public might ask questions of decision 
makers

The cross-party group is also leading the development 
of a new engagement ‘route map’ for the Council which 
is intended to make it easier for residents to find the best way 
to get involved in local decision making depending 
on their interests and identify the different ways to ask 
questions and raise issues with the Council.

leaders; champions of local issues and causes; business 
owners; elected Councillors, MPs and MEPs; to the paid 
officials that are responsible for running our public services. 
While national and global leaders are consumed by complex, 
all-encompassing challenges, there is increasing space for 
local leaders to thrive. Local leaders are immersed in the 
specific needs and opportunities of their local communities 
and places and can provide the pragmatic problem-solving 
that delivers real change on issues that matter locally20.

Sheffield has long benefitted from prominent leaders that 
champion and project the city’s opportunities on a national 
and global stage, including via the city’s universities, 
business leaders, the NHS, the City Council and the wealth  
of arts, culture and musical icons that have helped drive 
Sheffield’s status and identity in the national consciousness. 

Sheffield has a number of well-established leadership  
roles and has looked to bring together leaders from across  
the public, private and VCS sectors to establish a shared 
perspective on the city’s future direction and ensure that this 
is guided by public voice. However, there is a clear challenge 
to ensure that the leadership of places reflects and empowers 
their populations. As Sheffield’s population diversifies, 
it is increasingly important that the city’s leaders reflect all  
the city’s people and communities. With the notable 
exception of our city councillors, this is far from the case. 
A critical challenge is that an increasingly diverse population 
needs a city leadership that represents different voices and  
opinions — without this the legitimacy of and support  
for decisions made on behalf of everyone in the city 
is potentially undermined. 

The city needs a new generation of leaders in the public, 
private and VCS sectors to emerge, drawn from all 
communities, and so better reflect our increasingly diverse 
population and build a more inclusive city. 

Sheffield City Council
As the civic leader, Sheffield City Council has a unique 
role in Sheffield’s democratic life and its economic context, 
embodying the city’s approach to accountability, 
engagement, involvement and the empowerment of 
communities. It’s Corporate Plan 2015 – 2018 states:
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20.  Barber, B. R. (2013) 
If Mayors Ruled the World: 
Dysfunctional Nations, 
Rising Cities, 
Yale University Press.

21.  Sheffield City Council (2015) 
Corporate Plan 2015-18, 
http://www.sheffield.gov.uk 
content/dam/sheffield/docs/
your-city-council/our-plans, 
-policies-and-performance/
Corporate%20Plan%202015- 
18%20(11.5MB).pdf



Elections
In 2018, the UK rightly celebrates the centenary of a 
major step forwards in democratic inclusion — the passing 
of the Representation of the People Act 1918 which widened 
the electoral franchise to some women over 30 and 
the majority of men over 21. It took another 10 years for 
electoral equality to be achieved for men and women over 21²2.

Elections remain the most recognisable expression 
of democratic engagement and are the key opportunity 
in representative democracies for registered voters to have 
their say on the political priorities and direction of the 
neighbourhood, city or country. Elections therefore 
play an important role in shaping inclusive places and 
the performance of the economy — the extent to which 
people feel the positive or negative effects of the economy 
through jobs, incomes and housing remains a key factor 
that influences people’s voting habits²3.

Since the last State of Sheffield report, there was the 
unexpected General Election in June 2017, which saw an 
increase in turnout in every one of Sheffield’s Parliamentary 
constituencies, perhaps reflecting the prominence of 
contentious issues such as Brexit, the NHS and the economy.
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Heeley

Central

South East

Brightside and Hillsborough

2015 General Election 2017 General Election

22.  Representation of the People 
(Equal Franchise) Act 1921, 
http://www.parliament.uk 
about/living-heritage/
transformingsociety 
electionsvoting/womenvote/
case-study-the-right-to-vote/
the-right-to-vote/birmingham- 
and-the-equal-franchise/ 
1928-equal-franchise-act/

23.  British Election Study (2018) 
The Brexit Election? 
The 2017 General Election 
in ten charts, 
http://www.britishelection 
study.com/bes-impact/ 
the-brexit-election-the-2017- 
general-election-in-ten-charts/ 
#.WnnU8IZl_IV

Electorate  Turnout per 
Parlimentary Constituency



There were no local council elections for Sheffield in 2017, 
save for two by-elections, as it was a fallow year after the 
2016 elections when every Councillor in every seat was 
elected following a review of the city’s ward boundaries²4. 
As the following chart demonstrates, electoral participation 
in the 2016 elections varied significantly across the city 
and there is reasonably clear relationship between electoral 
participation and deprivation. In short, it is the more affluent 
parts of Sheffield that are more likely to turnout to vote. 
This emphasises the interconnection between economic 
and democratic inclusion and that as a city, we have 
to strive to encourage voters in all areas to both register 
and exercise their democratic voice but also, that we have 
to find other ways to engage and involve the communities 
in the more deprived areas of the city so that their voice 
is not lost in the decisions that are made.
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2016 Local Election 
Turnout Data per Ward

2016 Local Election Turnout Data 2016 Trend Line

Least Deprived

Most Deprived

24.  See Local Government Boundary 
Commission for England, 
https://www.lgbce.org.uk/
current-reviews/yorkshire- 
and-the-humber/ 
south-yorkshire/sheffield-fer
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generally very good. But: we must never become complacent, 
and must always be striving to review and refresh the 
governance throughout the city.

‘Good governance is about 
making the very best decisions 
so that we meet peopleʼs needs 
as well as we can. Itʼs about 
being willing to listen to a very 
wide range of opinions and 
working with people to design 
services. And when changes are 
made, itʼs about being open to 
critical feedback and being 
prepared when necessary to act 
upon what we hear.

Recently, weʼve made some 
important changes to 
community mental health 
services, changes which have 
generated both support and 
concerns. We have engaged 
service users, our members and 
our governors in planning these 
changes, whilst making sure 
that we remained focused on our 
values and objectives.’

Jayne Brown
Chair, Sheffield Health and Social Care NHS Foundation Trust

We know there are under-registered groups and some 
of the barriers that they face, for example for young people, 
frequent home movers, some BME groups, people with 
long-standing illness or disability and other vulnerable 
groups. Barriers to electoral registration are many and 
varied, as are the solutions to addressing these. Great 
strides have been made on increasing student registration 
through innovative partnership work between the city 
council and the universities, and this collaborative approach 
across a range of agencies in the city with first hand 
experience of under-registered groups will be key. 
Importantly, it may also be a change to the other ways 
of ensuring their voice is heard that becomes a persuasive 
reason for some people participating in more formal 
democratic activity. 

On the 3rd May 2018, there will be elections for one third of 
Sheffield city councillors (one seat in each ward). The same 
day will also see a new election — for the first time, voters  
in Barnsley, Doncaster, Rotherham and Sheffield will be 
able to vote for a directly elected mayor for South Yorkshire.  
This position potentially brings new powers over the 
economic area and the transport system and therefore 
could bring greater influence and democratic accountability  
for important local issues to the local electorate.

Governance
Good governance of public and private institutions can be 
a decisive factor in shaping inclusivity of places. Looking 
beyond the City Council, Sheffield’s public bodies tend to 
be led and governed by combinations of executive and 
non-executive directors — by mixtures of professionals 
and lay members. 

These include the four main NHS organisations, the two 
Universities and Sheffield College, all our schools, many of 
our voluntary organisations and so on. Good governance is 
really important, as it is a major safeguard against corporate 
failure, whether in the private sector as we saw with the 2008 
crash or more recently with Carillion, in the public sector or 
indeed the voluntary and charitable as we have sometimes 
seen, for example with some NHS organisations.

In Sheffield we have had good governance in all sectors — 
we have not seen any major corporate failures, and the 
evidence from external audits and reviews in all sectors is 
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The recent DCLG Select Committee Inquiry into overview and 
scrutiny in local government²5 highlighted a desire for 
scrutiny to be held in higher esteem and one of their 
recommendations was for further powers to ensure partner 
agencies have to respond to scrutiny. The experience in 
Sheffield is that there is a willingness of other public sector 
agencies to submit themselves to scrutiny, and we need now 
to look further at the opportunities that they can bring 
scrutiny around local insight and long term shared 
ownership of solutions prior to formal decision making.

‘Good governance, in all sectors, 
is about having management 
arrangements in place that are 
open and inclusive, and that 
draw in ideas and concerns from 
everyone — but which are 
nonetheless absolutely focused 
on the organisation’s purpose 
and objectives, and action to 
achieve these.’

Richard Wright
Executive Director, Sheffield Chamber of Commerce

Overview and scrutiny, introduced by the Local Government 
Act 2000 to hold decision-makers to account, forms part 
of the governance arrangements in the city. Scrutiny 
has some statutory responsibilities that extend beyond 
the Council, for example, to consider significant changes 
to health services.

Depending on the nature of the topics, the extent to which 
detailed scrutiny is required, and the resources at their 
disposal, scrutiny committees use a range of approaches, 
including looking at issues in detail at meetings, in some 
cases using the style of a parliamentary select committee; 
running in-depth reviews taking evidence from different 
sources; holding ‘call-ins’ of decisions; and considering 
petitions. 

Key challenges for scrutiny include making sure that it looks 
at those issues where it can have most impact, and better 
engaging and involving the public in its work. With much 
of what the city is seeking to achieve being delivered in 
partnership with other agencies, scrutiny has an increasing 
role in both holding other public sector bodies to account 
and in maximising the expertise they can bring to scrutiny. 
This includes not only the major public sector agencies 
but also the voluntary and community sector, business 
representatives, academic institutions, and importantly 
people affected by decisions.

Increasingly scrutiny has a role in testing and influencing 
approaches before decisions are made, and not just those 
made by the City Council. For example, when the Children, 
Young People and Family Support Committee considered the 
Emotional Wellbeing and Mental Health Transformation 
Programme at its meeting in December 2016, it welcomed the 
new initiatives being planned and tested, together with the 
commitment to parity of esteem between mental health 
and health; and requested that the Chair write to Learn 
Sheffield, requesting that they contact all schools in the city 
to encourage them to engage with the Programme, and to 
nominate someone from their senior leadership team to act as 
a lead for emotional wellbeing and mental health in school.
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25.  https://www.parliament.uk/ 
business/committees/ 
committees-a-z/ 
commons-select/communities- 
and-local-government-committee/
news-parliament-2017/ 
scrutiny-committee-report-17-19/



Sheffield’s six ‘equality hubs’ were set up in 2014 to give 
a voice to particular groups of people in the city. The hubs 
offer an important route for communities of interest within 
the city to influence decision making and have the potential 
to increase the ‘reach’ into communities that many 
organisations don't have the capacity to do alone. 
Dialogue with individual hubs and as an overall Network 
has highlighted the cross-cutting agendas around health, 
employment, poverty, hate crime, harassment and cohesion, 
of relevance to many of the city’s institutions.

‘The Equality Hub Network offers 
communities of identity the 
opportunity to make decision-
makers aware of the issues 
which have a direct impact on 
them and to noticeably influence 
the decision that are made in the 
city. It is key in helping to 
achieve Sheffield’s ambition to 
become a more fair, equal and 
inclusive city. The network 
welcomes everyone to get 
involved to extend democracy 
and participation.’

Lee Adams
Independent Chair of Sheffield Equality Hub Network 

Engagement
Our vision for democratic renewal is fundamental for 
creating a more inclusive city and is about far more than good 
leadership, the role of the City Council, sound governance 
and better electoral participation. It’s also about finding more 
ways for Sheffielders to become engaged in planning 
and decision making in the city. 

This isnʼt always about searching for the next innovative 
engagement initiative. Rather, it can be about better 
combining old and new ways of getting insight into 
communities, understanding why different groups of people 
and individuals want or indeed donʼt want to engage, 
and tailoring engagement to meet the differing needs 
and expectations of all stakeholders in the city including 
the public, service providers, partner agencies and the 
voluntary and community sector. 

An inclusive approach means recognizing the strengths and 
weaknesses involved in digital engagement, more innovative 
deliberative approaches and the more traditional forms 
such as public meetings, focus groups, and surveys. 
It is impractical to engage with everyone to the same 
extent and different stakeholders require different types of 
relationships. Greater collaboration between agencies and 
indeed citizens in the design of engagement is essential, 
starting with a shared set of engagement principles across 
all public organisations informed by all stakeholders.

Alongside exploring new forms of engagement, a modern 
engagement framework for the city can build on assets 
already in place. It also has to recognise that the city’s 
population is changing, with increasingly diverse 
communities, and stark inequalities in different parts of 
the city. The focus on inclusivity means we need to think 
carefully and creatively about how best to engage with 
groups who otherwise may not be heard.
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So, what is the overall state of democracy and 
engagement in Sheffield?
Sheffield’s proud tradition of protest and activism is being 
celebrated this year with a major new exhibition at Weston 
Park museum, Changing Lives: 200 Years of People and 
Protest in Sheffield, complemented at the Millennium Gallery 
by Hope is Strong, a new exhibition exploring the power of art 
to question and challenge the world we live in. 

100 years after some women won the right to vote, and 90 
years on from universal suffrage, Sheffield continues to 
be a city in which many people and communities want to 
contribute to changing our city for the better. And yet, 
for equally many people, including those who are most 
marginalised, being heard and exerting real influence is 
increasingly difficult. As the pace of change accelerates, often 
in ways we would hardly have imagined even a few years ago, 
it is all the more imperative for us all — public bodies, 
employers and businesses, and the voluntary and community 
sector – to find new ways of meaningfully engaging people 
in planning and deciding about the city’s future, whilst at 
the same time encouraging everyone to participate in the 
democratic process.

We have some great examples of good democracy and 
engagement, but equally we know that we do not have an 
overarching vision and strategy for renewing and sustaining 
democracy and engagement in Sheffield. This, we believe, 
must be a key feature of our plans for an inclusive economy.

Sheffield’s seven ‘local area partnerships’ are the way the City 
Council and other bodies join together more locally and seek 
to engage with people in their neighbourhoods. Different 
models have been established over a number of years, shaped 
by the desire to join up local service delivery, involve local 
people in identifying local priorities and how local services 
can be improved, enhance local accountability, and help 
local communities be more resilient. Austerity has brought 
substantial challenges and a recognition that further 
evolution of the neighbourhood model is needed to meet 
challenges around balancing the needs of hard to reach 
communities and those people feeling left out/ignored, 
alongside the new technologies creating new channels for 
dialogue, and to provide better connections between services 
and local people within the context of increasingly limited 
finances. 

This comes with big challenges of balancing different needs, 
experiences, capacity and expectations of communities and 
organisations, but importantly provides the opportunity for 
all stakeholders to be involved in helping inform the purpose, 
objectives and organisation of neighbourhood partnerships, 
and how people want to engage with them.

Over the last year the city has seen targeted engagement work 
in communities around integration and social cohesion, a 
continued focus on involving children and young people 
through the Youth Cabinet and UK Youth Parliament, Young 
Advisors and the Sheffield Vision for Young People. Much of 
this is underpinned by the Every Child Matters survey.

We have also seen significant engagement to support people 
and communities when faced with serious concerns such as 
intensive engagement with tenants and residents living in 
tower blocks following the Grenfell Tower fire, including 
activity to reassure residents around safety, attending 
surgeries, and working closely with the tenants and residents 
associations.

Different types of involvement are appropriate to different 
circumstances. In addition to informing and consulting, 
there will be circumstances where a much greater level of 
collaboration is needed.
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